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In this issue of Intensive Care Medicine, Verdon and colleagues 1 investigated staff 

burnout within the intensive care unit (ICU). They found that a substantial proportion of 

ICU caregivers report symptoms of burnout and that organisational factors predict levels 

of stress. Staff burnout appears a particularly important issue for critical care, as along 

with having serious consequences for individual caregiver well-being, burnout may also 

have serious implications for the quality of care and patient safety within the ICU.  

 

Burnout is a colloquial term commonly used to describe a state of mental exhaustion. In 

the workplace, burnout results from high levels of occupation stress, and is associated 

with negative attitudes, emotions and behaviours towards one’s work 2 3. Burnout 

research has identified various antecedents to staff burnout within organisations 4. Factors 

producing burnout include the demands of a work setting (e.g. workload, time pressure) 

and the resources for meeting those demands (social support, job control). Additionally, 

aspects of personality (e.g. neuroticism, coping styles, poor self-esteem) have been found 

as correlates of burnout, and burnout can result in depression, physical illness, and poor 

work performance. Burnout is a major issue within healthcare as it has been shown that 

levels of burnout are high 4, and that the consequences of burnout amongst doctors and 

nurses are substantial for both caregivers and patients. Associations have been made 

between levels of burnout and staff turnover, absenteeism, poor organisational 

commitment, low job satisfaction and coronary heart disease 5, 6. Burnout amongst 

healthcare professionals has also been found to affect the quality of care provided to 

patients. In tertiary hospital care it has been shown that the patients of staff reporting high 

levels of burnout tend to report lower levels of satisfaction with care 7. Within medical 

specialities such as general surgery and cardiology, it has been shown that physician 

perceptions of perceived overload (e.g. hours worked, number of patients cared for) 

predict self-ratings on the quality of care they provide to patients 8. Additionally, burnout 

is often suffered by healthcare teams as a whole, with levels of team burnout predicting 

patient satisfaction on various aspects of care (e.g. treatments and carers) 9, and burnout 

being worse for caregivers who have close proximity to patients 10.  
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Taking into account the levels of patient care, workload, stress and task complexity 

associated with intensive care medicine, it is of little surprise that ICU staff are found to 

report symptoms of burnout. A recent multicenter study by Poncet11 questioning over 

2000 ICU nurses showed that one-third of nurses had severe symptoms of burnout 

syndrome. Conflicts with patients or between nurses and doctors contributed to 

symptoms of burnout, whereas participation in ICU research groups was protective. 

Another recent publication by Embriaco 12 also showed high levels of burnout in the ICU. 

One-halve of the intensivists surveyed reported high level of burnout, and organisational 

factors were associated with these symptoms. A smaller study conducted by Raggio 13 

showed men and women in the ICU to suffer burnout differently, indicating the need to 

tailor burnout strategies to different groups of ICU caregivers.  

 

Additional to the effects of burnout upon ICU staff well-being, the human factors 

literature indicates that it may also have significant implications for patient safety. It is 

well documented that burnout results in symptoms of physical and emotional fatigue, 

depression and inability to concentrate. Such factors are detrimental to performance in 

settings where high-levels of attention and motivation are required for extended periods 

of time. Within high-risk industries such as aviation, the antecedents and symptoms of 

burnout are recognised as contributing factors to human error and accidents, and 

workloads are structured to take into account human cognitive and physical limitations 14 

15. In the ICU, staff typically works long hours, and frequently experience high-

workloads, emotional stress, sleep loss, and physical fatigue. The degree to which the 

consequences of burnout (i.e. fatigue, inattention) affect patient safety is unclear, 

however it has long been documented that such factors contribute to human error in 

anaesthesia 16. Within critical care medicine no explicit link has been made between 

burnout and patient safety, however it has been shown that job demands related to 

burnout (e.g. long working hours) heighten the chance of junior doctors making serious 

medical errors 17. Furthermore, ICU staff tends to deny personal vulnerability to factors 

such as stress.  Sexton and colleagues 18 have shown that compared to airline pilots, 

intensive care doctors are far more likely to report that they can perform effectively 
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during critical phases of operations / patient care when fatigued, and are less likely to 

acknowledge the effect of personal problems upon performance at work.  

 

Whilst restructuring aspects of a work domain are undoubtedly important for reducing the 

likelihood of burnout, a variety of interventions (e.g. stress management, relaxation 

training, time management skills, participation of nurses in research, dieting and 

assertiveness training) have also been developed to reduce burnout 19. However, a 

longitudinal approach needs to be taken with respect to reducing burnout in the ICU, with 

more research being required to investigate the causes of burnout, to develop 

interventions that might reduce burnout, and to measure the effect of burnout on patient 

safety and quality of care. Future research might wish to use measures of burnout in order 

to assess the impact of changes to work structure, or interventions to reduce stress in the 

ICU. It might also wish to identify the individual skills and coping strategies that are 

successful in helping ICU nurses and doctors to cope with stress and potential burnout on 

a day-to-day basis. Furthermore, there requires to be a wider acceptance on both the 

susceptibility of ICU staff to burnout, and the potential consequences it may have for 

caregiver well-being and patient care. The study by Verdon and colleagues 1 in the issue 

of intensive care medicine confirms other recent studies by emphasizing the significance 

of the burnout problem in ICU teams, with hopefully higher clinical recognition being 

given to the potential effects and consequences of burnout. 
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